The diagnostic value of MRI in foot and ankle surgery.
MRI is being used with increasing frequency and seems to have become more popular as a screening tool rather than as an adjunct to narrow specific diagnoses or plan operative interventions. Our hypothesis was that the rising accessibility of this test may be resulting in its overuse. We retrospectively reviewed 221 consecutive patients referred over a 3-month period for treatment of a lower extremity problem to determine: (1) the number of patients who presented with an MRI already obtained from an outside source, (2) the number of patients who obtained an MRI from the foot and ankle specialist after referral, and (3) the number of times the foot and ankle specialist used these studies or found them helpful in the care of the patient. Fractures (20) were excluded. Of the 201 patients without fractures included in the study, 19.9% (40 of 201) had MRI scans during the course of their treatment; 15.4% (31 of 201) presented to their initial visit with an MRI scan from an outside source, and 4.5% (9 of 201) received MRI scans as ordered by the foot and ankle specialist. Eighty-seven percent (27 of 31) of the pre-referral MRI scans were thought to be unnecessary, and 48.4% (15 of 31) had radiographic interpretations that were considered either immaterial to the patient's pertinent clinical diagnosis or inconsistent with the specialist's interpretations. All nine MRI scans ordered by the specialist were useful in the care of the patient. Therefore, of the 221 consecutive patients, the foot and ankle specialist would have ordered MRI scans in only 5.9% (13 of 221). This study suggests that many of the pre-referral foot or ankle MRI scans obtained before evaluation by a foot and ankle specialist are not necessary. Further studies need to be performed to determine the role of MRI in the screening of foot and ankle disorders.